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3D Structured collector foils 

Decrease the filling time and improve the cell capacity 

Introduction 

The main focus for developing a new kind of battery foil was the aim to reduce the battery filling time 

between cell assembly and first battery charge. Another important topic was to increase the adhesion 

between the active battery material and the used battery foil. Therefore the goal was to develop a three 

dimensionally structured current collector foil with a macrostructure to decrease the filling time and a 

micro structure to increase the adhesion between foil and active material. A surface inspection system was 

used to ensure the foil quality. 

The 3D-structure is a kind of “mesh”-structure. This means there is a regular structure of small holes in 

the battery foil. These holes help during the battery production to decrease the electrolyte filling time 

because the electrolyte can flow easily between the single battery cell sheets. To find an ideal ratio 

between the size of a single hole and the spacing between the holes different types of 3D-structures have 

been developed. At the end of the project Fraunhofer has developed a process to produce different types of 

3D-structures. It is possible to produce such a structure with a range of hole spacing between 250 µm up 

to 1000 µm. It is also possible to produce holes with a diameter between 100 µm up to 1000 µm. Both 

parameters can be adjusted to specific requirements independently of each other. The structure is directly 

produced during the foil production step, no additional step is necessary. 

To increase the adhesion between the active battery material and the foil different types of 

microstructures have been developed. By the end of the project it was possible to produce a 

microstructure direct on the top of the macro-structured copper foil. The structure size can be modified by 

changing the physical parameters during foil production in a roughness range between 0,5 µm up to 5 µm.  

The copper foils are produced by an electrochemical deposition process where foil and the holes of the 

macro-structure are made in one single step. The body of the foil is then covered with a second copper 

layer which builds the desired micro-structure with a defined roughness and shape of the surface 

elements.  

During the ELIBAMA project only a structuring of the cathode foils has been developed due to the fact 

that only the copper electroplating process can be modified in various ways. However it was shown that 

even with only this modification the filling time and electrode wetting could be improved considerably. 
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Main Problems using convention battery foil 

Filling time 

Today there are different companies which produce battery foils. A research shows the most important 

vendors are: 

Firma Cu-foil Al-foil Surface 
treatment 

Thickness of 
foils 

Production 
technique 

Targray 
Technology 
International 
Inc. 1,2 

Yes No Both sides & 
Different 
structures 

12 µm, - 70 µm n. b.  

Oak-Mitsui, 
Inc. 3 

Yes No Both sides & 
Different 
structures 

12 µm – 18 µm electrodeposition 

Kingboard 
Copper Foil 
Holdings Ltd 4 

Yes No Both sides & 
Different 
structures 

n. b. electrodeposition 

GOULD 
Electronics 
GmbH 5 

Yes No Both sides & 
Different 
structures 

8 µm – 18 µm electrodeposition 

Somers Thin 
Strip6 

Yes No Different types 
with nickel 

Min 10 µm rolled 

Beijing 
Chuangya 
Technology 
Co., Ltd. 7 

n.n. n.n. n.n. n.n. n.n. 

Table 1: battery foil production companies 

No one of these companies produces a 3D-structured foil. However, possibilities and potential of current 

collector foils with openings for a better flow of electrolyte in the cell have already been discussed. So in 

the ELIBAMA project such foils should be manufactured and tested for their impact on the cell filling time 

during the production process. 

 

  

                                                             
1 Targray Technology International Inc.: Targray Technology International Inc., Stand 10.02.12  
2 Targray Technology International Inc.: copper-foil.pdf: http://www.targray.com/documents/copper-

foil.pdf, Stand 10.02.12 
3Oak-Mitsui: Oak-Mitsui copper foils, Stand 10.02.2012: 

http://www.oakmitsui.com/pages/copperFoil/copperFoil.as 
4 Kingboard Copper Foil Holdings Ltd.: STD Copper Foil-Products: Stand 10.02.2012: 

http://www.kbcopperfoil.com/products.asp?id=1643 
5 Gould Electronics GmbH: JPLB, Stand 10.02.12, http://www.gould.com/products/copper-foil-for-

batteries/jplb/index_eng.htm 
6 Somers Thin Strip: Copper Foils for Batteries, Stand 10.02.12 

http://www.olinbrass.com/companies/somers/Products/Pages/CopperFoilsBatteries.aspx 
7 Beijing Chuangya Technology Co., Ltd. - China (Mainland) – Manufacture: Stand 10.02.12, 

http://chinachnm.en.alibaba.com/aboutus.htm 
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Adhesion between battery foil and battery material 

All battery production companies already sell their copper foils with a surface treatment. The aim of this 

surface treatment is to increase the adhesion between the copper foil and the battery active material. 

Some companies use a mechanical structuring process while other ones use an additional chemical 

treatment process.  

Usually these structures are smooth (Ref. to Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Different types of surface structure on copper foils.8 

The aim in this project was to integrate the foil production and the surface shaping in only one process 

step. The surface geometry is designed to have a very edged micro-roughness but without spikes. The 

structuring process was designed to be able to produce a very fine but still edged surface that would give a 

good support for adhesion of the active electrode material. Figure 2 shows the foil surface in different 

magnifications. 

 

Figure 2: Rough, zeklüftete Copper foil surface.9 

 

  

                                                             
8 Picture: OAK-Mitsu TLB-SS(R)-Battery foil 
9 Fraunhofer IPA / ELIBAMA 2013 
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Process to produce copper battery foils 

Normally there are two different ways to produce copper foils for battery technologies. It is possible to 

produce copper foils via electrodeposition or by roll thread. Because actually the thickness of copper foils 

used in battery technologies is tending to lower thicknesses, the production by electrodeposition is more 

effective than by roll treatment. Another advantage using electroplating techniques is the possibility to 

create the 3D-structure and the micro-roughness directly during the electrodeposition process (see Figure 

3). 

The electrochemical production of copper foils usually starts with a “bath-to-roll” process. A stainless steel 

drum is positioned about one half in an electroplating bath. By applying a potential between the drum and 

the anode a thin copper layer can be grown. (1) 

The stainless steel drum rotates with a low speed inside the electrodeposition bath. When the plated 

copper foil reaches the liquid surface the foil is pulled off the stainless steel drum. (2) In an additional 

bath additional copper is plated onto this thin copper foil to reach the final thickness and add the surface 

structure (3). In a last step the electrochemical fluids are washed away and the foil is ready to work 

with.(4). 

 

Figure 3: Electrochemical "bath-to-roll" copper foil production 

The main goal within the ELIBAMA Project was to integrate the production of a 3D-structure during the 

first step of production (1) which was achieved using a specially prepared stainless steel substrate. 

  

1 

2 3 

4 
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Production of 3D-Structured and micro-rough battery foil 

Because the build-up of a continuously working plating unit was not possible within the framework of the 

project Fraunhofer used the available batch electroplating unit for the research in ELIBAMA. The 3D-

structure development and the micro-roughness development have been done separately. 

Production of 3D-structure 
To produce 3D-structured foils Fraunhofer used stainless steel plates. On these plates a 3D mask was 

applied by a kind of photo resistance paint. For this process we used an equipment also developed by 

Fraunhofer. Because of the fully flexible masking process it was possible to vary the 3D-structure by 

changing the setup parameters of the masking (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Preparing a stainless steel plate with 3D-structure 

The aim of the ELIBAMA project was to produce a high number of comparable foils to test the filling 

process. To reach this aim we needed geometrically exact stainless steel tools with a size of 300 mm by 

280 mm. One of the most difficult challenges was to level the current density over the complete stainless 

steel tool. To reach this a copper frame was designed around the tool. This copper frame helped to reach 

the same current density over the whole stainless steel tool (see Figure 5 & Figure 6): 
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Figure 5 - Design of tools to produce 3D-
structured foils 

Figure 6 - Production of 3D-foils with stainless 
steel tool 

To identify the most useful 3D-structure to accelerate the cell filling procures we tested two different sizes 

of holes and spaces.  

 
 

Figure 7: Sample for 3D-Pattern on 3D-copper 
foil 

Figure 8: Plated 3-D copper foil coated with 
graphite 

 

With these foils first filling an charging tests have been performed.  

For this test an active material with a capacity of 350 mAh/g (1,76 mAh/cm²) was used together with a 

special separator, developed by Fraunhofer ISIT.  

The cathode consisted of a double-sided closed aluminum foil, on which the active material Lithium-

Manganese-Nickel oxide (NMC) was coated. The active material had a specific capacity of 158 mAh / g at 

a surface loading of 1.6 mAh / cm². 
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Cyclic wetting Test 

To validate the first tests we did a cell “wetting” test. In this test we poured 10 ml of electrolyte into cells 

with different collector foils in several cycles. We used for this test the cells with the anode foils ELI-06 

(Standart foil) ELI-012R (big holes), ELI-016Rs(small holes). For the test condition see: Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Wetting cycle test 

Table 2: Results cyclic wetting test 

 

The first filling tests showed clearly the benefit of the 3D-structured foils for the filling time.  

 

Production of Micro-roughness 
Three different microstructures on foils 

To define the best microstructure at the foil surface for the adhesion test we produced different samples. 

The main criterion for a good roughness was a homogeneous distribution of the roughness over the 

complete area of the sample. 

To test the influence of different plating parameters on the surface roughness Fraunhofer varied:  

• the plating time  

Filling test cell 
with 10 ml 
Electrolyte

Turn the cell on 
the flat side

Wait for 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15 
min ...

Turn the cells 
upside-down

Wait for 1 minute 
(after cycle 5 -

wait 3 minutes) 
to pour off the 

excess electrolyte.

Weigh the cell
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• the current density during the second plating step  

• the temperature 

• the concentration of copper in the plating bath 

• the concentration of sulfuric acid and 

• the concentration of chloride 

All foils were optically characterized with a Keyence VK-X100 Measurement Microscope. Ref. to Table 3 

Table 3: Micrographs test series micro structure 

 

V4.1.1 V4.1.2 V4.1.3 V4.1.4

V4.1 - 50x 

V4.2.1 V4.2.2 V4.2.3 V4.2.4 

V4.3.1 V4.3.2 V4.3.3 V4.3.4 

V4.4.1 V4.4.2 V4.4.3 V4.4.4 
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At the end of the ELIBAMA project Fraunhofer is able to produce and reproduce different microstructures 

on copper foils. Foils samples have been tested at Daimler and Fraunhofer ISIT for adhesion and filling 

behavior. 

An analysis of the experimental results showed that the following factors have a strong influence on the 

microstructure of the deposited copper surface:  

• current density, 

• copper and sulfuric acid content in the electrolyte, 

• temperature in the plating bath. 
 

Using these results it could be shown in different experiments that it is possible to apply a uniform 

roughness on the copper foils in the range between a Ra of approx. 2,5 microns (see V4.1.1 to V4.1.4. 

above) and approx. 9 microns (see V4.4.1 to V4.4.4) and also anything in between. These structures can be 

reproducibly deposited via the setting of physical and chemical parameters in the used copper electrolyte. 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Fine microstructure on copper surface app. 0,3µm Ra 

 

Figure 11: Rough microstructure on copper surface app. 0,6 µm Ra 

Adhesion tests with the new micro structured foil have been performed. With the adhesion tests 

Fraunhofer verified the effect of the microstructure for the adhesion between active material and copper 

foil. 3 different types of microstructures were tested: 

• Sample 1: Ra 0,3 µm 

• Sample 2: Ra 0,45 µm 

• Sample 3: Ra 0,6 µm 
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Two different kinds of tests have been performed: 

• The pull-out test and 

• The cross cut test 

 

The Pull-out Test was performed with the following steps: 

1. cleaning all foils with 10% sulfuric acid, 

2. Primer the foils with EB-012-Primer, 

3. Coating the copper foils with active material  

SMGSG1 (Hitachi) + Super P (Timcal) +  PVDF (Kynar), 

4. place a 13 mm round stamp on the foil by gluing and pull out the stamp. 

 

The results shows, that there is a significant effect on the adhesion caused by the microstructure. Ref. to 

Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Force used to pull out active material from copper foil in N 

 

Cross-cut test: 

To verify the results from the pull-out tests, a cross cut-tests have been performed. The same foils and also 

a reference foil were coated with battery active material. After drying a cross cut with 1 mm spacing was 

performed on the foils followed by a quality inspection of the edges. The adhesion is better if less material 

is lost after this test. 

0
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25

Reverenz Ra 0,3 Ra 0,45 Ra 0,6Reference 
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Figure 12: Reference copper foil without 
structure 

 

Figure 13: Structured foil 0,3 µm Ra 
 

  
Figure 14: Structured foil 0,45 µm Ra 

 
Figure 15: Structured foil 0,6 µm Ra 

 
 

The pull-out test and also the cross-cut test have shown that the adhesion between the battery active 

material and the copper foil can been increased by using micro structured copper foils. 

 

Mass Production of 3D-structured foils 

One problem for the battery cell production is an inhomogeneous thickness distribution across  
the 3D-structured foils which was caused in the case of the Fraunhofer batch production by edge 
effects in the deposition process. To solve this problem special current shields were used in the 
electrodeposition process. First the current distribution across the deposition tools was calculated 
and based on these findings electrically non-conductive shields have been designed. These 
shields level the current density during the production process.  
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Figure 16: Current shield for the 
new tools 

Figure 17: Current shield 
Details 

Figure 18:Working current shield 
during deposition process 

 

 

Additional steps to solve the thickness distribution problem were: 

• Change of the size of the foil tools. Ref. Figure 19a 

• Change of the position of the copper anodes. Ref.  Figure 19b 

• Modification of the plating current from 0,5 A/dm² to 2 A/dm². Ref. Figure 19c. 

 

 

Figure 19: Changes during Production to level the foil thicknes 

 

For the production of the foils for the cell tests we used a two-step copper plating process. In the first step 

the macrostructure is applied and the base foil is deposited with a thickness of about 7-8 µm. In a second 

step the microstructure is applied by using a special copper bath which produces a lot of micro seeds that 

evolve into the microstructure. By changing the plating parameters the microstructure can be regulated. 

Ref. to Figure 20. 

  

a b c 
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Figure 20: final two step plating process for mass production. 

 

Evaluation and results 

The results of the performed characterizations and tests show improvements through the use of 3D-

structured foils in the following areas: 

• filling time, 

• wetting homogeneity of the electrodes, 

• cell capacity retention in cycling tests. 

 

The filling of the cells and the distribution of the electrolyte during the filling have been simulated and 

measured in the ELIBAMA project by Daimler. The following two diagrams show the distribution of the 

influence of elevated pressure and temperature and the structuring on the filling time reduction according 

to the developed simulation model. The effect of structured foils with respect to a reduction in filling time 

was about half the magnitude of the application of increased temperature and about one third of the effect 

of decreased pressure (Figure 21). Similarly with respect to wetting homogeneity across the electrode 

material the effect of the 3D-structure was roughly half of that of temperature and a quarter of the effect 

of decreased pressure. 

These results show the interesting potential for filling and wetting improvements which is based on the 

3D macro-structure of the produced copper foils. 
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Figure 21: comparison of the relative effect magnitude of pressure, temperature and micro fluid 

dynamic through 3D-structuring on the filling time of a cell, based on a simulation model  

 

 
Figure 22: comparison of the relative effect magnitude of pressure, temperature and micro fluid 

dynamic through 3D-structuring on the wetting homogeneity of a cell, based on a simulation model  

 

To determine the effects of the better wetting and of the use of the 3D-structured foils in whole on the 

performance of battery cells a number of 12 Ah cells have been built and tested in cycle tests. The first 

diagram shows the performance of the cells during the formation phase compared to the reference cells 

with conventional flat copper foil as current collectors. As can be seen from the diagram (Figure 23) the 

median cell capacity of the cells with structured foils is higher during the formation phase than that of the 

reference cells.  
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Figure 23: performance of test cells with 3D-structured copper foils and reference cells during the 

formation phase 

To further test the structured foils the cells were subjected to a cycle test and the capacity retention was 

determined over 300 cycles. In Figure 24 the overall picture is shown for that test. To better demonstrate 

the differences between the various cells this diagram has been modified a bit (Figure 25) with an 

enlarged capacity axis. 

 

 

Figure 24: performance of test cells with 3D-structured copper foils and reference cells during the 

cycle test 
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Figure 25: performance of test cells with 3D-structured copper foils and reference cells during the 

cycle test – detailed illustration with enlarged capacity axis 

 

Here the better capacity trends of two of the three cells with structured foils can be clearly seen. The third 

cell with structured copper foil performs as good as the best reference cell. However, a long time cycle test 

will be performed in the future to show the behavior of the various cells after several hundred or well over 

thousand cycles. The higher capacity is attributed to the better and more homogeneous wetting of the 

electrode material through the holes in the copper foil. 

The main results of all the performed tests with 3D-structured foils and cells containing these can be 

summarized as follows: 

• the filling time and the wetting homogeneity can be decreased by the macro-structure of the foils, 

• the adhesion of the active material is increased by the micro-structure of the foils, 

• the capacity retention in cycling tests is on average better with structured foils compared to 

conventional ones. 

Contact 
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Harald.Holeczek@ipa.fraunhofer.de 
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State of the art 

Coating processes for Battery Electrodes 

 

1. General  
 

Often it’s difficult to make a clear distinction between coating and printing processes as different designs 

can be realized with various technologies. A clear definition of the product design determines the choice of 

the right application technology. Each technology, which is used for the fabrication of battery electrodes 

like slot die, direct- and flexo-printing and screen, has advantages and disadvantages in use.  

General the coating technologies are divided into self-metered and pre-metered coating techniques:  

1. Self-metered-coating: the applied coating weight depends on the process. With dip-coating 
processes the speed of substrate defines the coating thickness. In case of roller-coating, the speed 
of the roller and the gap between the rollers defines the coating thickness. For comma bar coating, 
the gap between the comma bar and the substrate determines the coating thickness.  

 

2. Pre-Metered-Coating: the applied coating weight does not depend on the process, e.g. slot-die-
coating and spray-coating. In such case the pumping speed of the dosing system is the main 
determining factor for coating thickness. In case of engraved roller technology the engraved 
design defines the coating weight and not the gap between two rollers. 

 

2. Description of the different main coating technologies  
 

2.1  Slot-die 
 

The slot-die is one of the main technologies for the application of coating layers for battery electrodes.  
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Picture 1: Definition of slot-die technique depending on distance (d) between slot-die and substrate 

The calculation of coating windows helps to control the process. The following parameters are important: 

 

- Fluid parameters (viscosity, surface tension) 
- Process parameters (distance between slot die and substrate, wet film thickness, 

substrate velocity) 
- Lip length of the slot-die 

 

Picture 2: Definition of slot-die coating process 

It is possible to define the flowing behaviour through the slot-die by adding the coating liquid density, the 

working width, the gap between the slot-die and substrate speed with the equation .  

In this equation m describes the mass flow, Uw the substrate velocity, B the coating width, h the wet film 

thickness and p the density. 

The following parameters can be used with the state of the art of slot-die units  

• Coating weight variation    +/- 1 % 
• Coating thickness adjustment    +/- 0,1 µm steps 
• Coating accuracy from one to the other side  +/- 0,1 mm 
• Coating accuracy start and stop with intermitted coating +/- 0,6 mm 
• Tolerance of the coating length    +/- 0,5 mm  
• Coating width      +/- 0,1 mm 

 

2.2  Commabar 

No defects 
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The commabar technology is a self-metering technology. Which means the coating thickness will be 

defined from the coating system itself with the gap adjustment between the commabar and the substrate. 

 

   

Picture 3: Commabar in use 

3. Intermittent coating operation processes 
 

For instance, intermittent coating applications are used for battery electrodes for lithium ion batteries. 

The intermitted design of the coating layer is because of the design of the batteries as well as to improve 

the calendar process. Intermittent coating applications are possible with slot-dies, rollers and comma bar 

coating technologies.  

   

Picture 4: Switching between continuous and intermittent application with slot–die technology 

 

KROENERT offers two different intermittent slot-die coating processes for battery electrodes. The chosen 

technology depends on the rheological and visco-elastic behaviour of the battery slurries. One technology 

is realized with a slotted oscillating bar in the centre between the two slot die plates. By oscillating this rod 

the flow of the coating slurry through the die will be started and stopped like shown with the two pictures 

in picture 4.  

Either with a rotating bar in the slot-die or with a valve in front of the die it is possible to start and stop 

the slurry supply through the die on to the substrate.  
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Picture 5: Intermittent coating with rotating bar in slot-die versus valve technology in front of slot-die 

 

Alternatively commabar systems are used for intermitted coating processes. This is realised by moving the 

substrate guiding roller intermitted to the application roller. As soon as the substrate is in contact with the 

application roller the transfer of the slurry starts. 

But nevertheless are slot-dies more precise and in our experience the favourite system for all intermitted 

coating processes.  

 

4. Roller technology for coating as well as printing processes 
 

Roller technologies can be used for printing as well as coating processes. In case of printing procedures, 

the application roller is in contact with the substrate. During coating procedures the process can be 

contact- less or with contact.  

The advantage of roller technology is its flexibility. Depending on the running direction of the application 

roller and the design of the roller it is possible to achieve the coating and printing operation with one 

application equipment. 

 

Picture 6: Printing versus coating with roller application technologies 

For printing applications, a gravure design with highest resolution is required. Hexagonal cell and 

engraving structures are used for printing processes.  

In case of coating applications, all kinds of line-engraving as well as defined gravure designs can be used.  

•  Lines per centimeter
•  ratio
•  Volume , ml/cm²
•  depth, µm

web material

backing roller (rubber)

gravure roller (steel)
gravure geometry

- different type

pyramidal hexagonal hexagonal

V   Vbr gr<

speed

•  Lines per centimeter
•  ratio
•  Volume , ml/cm²
•  depth, µm

web material

backing roller (rubber)

gravure roller (steel)

gravure geometry
- different angle

speed

trihelical
lines

V   Vbr gr<
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5.  Flexo-printing technology 
 

Alternatively, the indirect or flexo printing technology is used for printing applications. An engraved roller 

is supplied with the coating media from a chamber system or pan and transfers the media to the flexo 

roller in a relief printing process. 

   

Picture 7: Printing processes with flexo-printing cylinders 

By use of the flexo-printing technology is it possible to apply length stripes as well as cross stripes of wet 

coating layers. The limitation of the technology is given with the film thickness which will be not higher 

than 20 µm.  
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ELIBAMA´s Breakthroughs  

Dry Blend Coating Process 

 

For the coating of a current collector foil without the use of any liquid, a method had to be developed for 

application of the battery active material with the same quality in terms of homogeneity, thickness, edge 

quality, and adhesion properties, compared to the liquid based process. Electrostatic application 

techniques are long-time established in the field of powder coating since they deliver a very homogeneous 

surface layer even on work pieces with a geometrical structure. Therefore, the electrostatic application of 

the electrode material on a current collector foil was chosen for the development of the dry blend coating 

process. Compared to the powder application in the field of lacquers, one has the advantage that the 

substrate (the current collector foil) is flat. Challenges are expected because the electrode is not composed 

of a single component but is a mixture of active material, polymeric binder and conductive additives. 

These materials have different electrical conductivities which might influence the coating process. 

Furthermore, the amount of binder has to be kept low as it decreases the energy density of the cell; 

additionally the binder has to be electrochemically stable and should not dissolve in the battery 

electrolyte. These requirements restrict the choice of suitable binder materials drastically. The low 

amount and the small binder choice are expected to raise challenges in terms of fixation of the layer by 

pressure and/or heat on the collector foil. 

For the development of the dry blend coating process, a lithium iron phosphate (LFP) cathode was chosen 

as reference system. Polydivinylidene difluoride (PVDF) served as binder and carbon black (CB) was use 

as conductive additive. The current collector was a 30 µm thick aluminum foil. 

In the first steps, small pieces of current collector foils were electrostatically powder coated in order to 

evaluate the conditions and challenges for the transfer to a roll-to-roll process.  

The experimental arrangement consisted of two capacitor plates. On the bottom plate the dry blend 

mixture, thoroughly premixed in an electric blender, was manually spread with a sieve to a thin layer. On 

the top plate, the current collector foil was fixed that it was electrically contacted to the plate and 

oppositely faced to the powder (Fig. IIIB2-1).   
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Figure IIIB2-1: Principle of the electrostatic powder application, performed by a contact charge 

mechanism. FE, FF and FG correspond to electrical field force, frictional force and gravity force, 

respectively. 

After application of a high voltage between the capacitor plates, the powder particles get charged through 

the contact with the bottom plate with the same polarity. Induced by repulsive (bottom plate) and 

attractive (top plate) electrical forces (Coulombic forces), the particles move to the opposite plate and 

form a layer on the current collector foil. Counterforces are related to gravity and friction. Of course, the 

particles can be charged on the top plate with the respective polarity and move back to the bottom plate, 

and so on. Therefore, as long as the high voltage is applied, an equilibrium state is established. After 

switching off the voltage, the applied layer still adheres on the foil and can be fixed. 

Different dry blend mixtures and voltages were tested with this arrangement in order to find the best 

conditions for the electrostatic application in terms of layer quality. The fixation conditions of the powder 

on the current collector foil were also part of the investigation. 

The variation of the ratios LFP/PVDF/CB showed that it was not possible to obtain a homogeneous layer 

for each mixture; even in some cases no application at all could be detected. Good results were achieved 

when the same amount of binder and carbon black was used. A too high quantity of the passive materials 

is also detrimental for the quality, independent of the fact that this is not desirable for the energy density 

of a cell. Fig. IIIB2-2 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures of an electrode with good and 

with bad homogeneity, the latter according to a too high amount of PVDF/CB. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

 

 

 

      Figure IIIB2-2: SEM pictures of a,b) cross section of a 80% LFP, 10% PVDF, 10% CB electrode in two 

different magnifications. The white area belongs to the Al current collector. c)  Surface of a 80% LFP, 10% 

PVDF, 10% CB electrode. d) Surface of a 60% LFP, 20% PVDF, 20% CB electrode. 

It is very important that the ratio of the different components stays the same in the original dry blend 

mixture and in the applied layer, otherwise uncontrollable compositions would prevail in the electrode. 

An analysis of the original mixture and the applied powder showed that the ratio between all three 

components does not change; therefore this imperative prerequisite is fulfilled.  

The fixation of the applied layer was performed by mounting the sheets on a polyimide band of a 

circulating conveyor belt device, equipped with heatable rolls and an infrared heating zone (Fig. IIIB2-3 

a,b). After adjusting the pressure and heating parameters as well as improvements of the roll surface, dry 

blend coated electrode sheets with sufficient adhesion could be obtained (Fig. IIIB2-3 c). 
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Figure IIIB-2-3: a) Picture of the electrode sheets with dry applied powder, mounted on the circulating 

conveyor belt. b) Scheme of the pressing/heating sequence in the device. c) Electrode sheets with fixed 

powder after pressing/heating. 

Afterwards small disks were punched out from the electrode and compacted with a laboratory press in 

order to adjust the porosity and improve the electronic conductivity. The disks were assembled to half 

cells with lithium as counter electrode, a glass fiber separator and electrolyte. Electrochemical tests were 

performed at different charge/discharge rates.  It could be seen, that the electrochemical performance is 

sensitive to the composition of the dry blend coated electrode (Fig. IIIB2-4). 

 

Figure IIIB2-4: 

Discharge  

capacity of 

LFP/PVDF/CB 

dry blend coated 

electrodes in 

half cells, 

measured at 

different C-

rates. 

 

 

The best electrodes show quite good specific capacities even at higher C-rates. The balancing of the right 

ratio and total amount of carbon black and binder in the electrode is crucial since the cross-linking 

mechanism of the particles is totally different compared to the liquid coating process and obviously more 

sensitive. 
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Prolonged cycling at 1 C over more than 100 cycles showed a capacity loss of only about 1.6 % for the best 

electrodes and about 6 % for the worst ones. This underlines that the electrostatic dry blend application 

process works very well in the lab scale. 

A challenge which showed up already in the first trials was the adhesion of the layer on the Al collector 

foil. While the intrinsic stability (bonding between the particles) was fair, the layer often detached from 

the metallic sheet. At the beginning of the experiments untreated standard Al foil was used. After 

establishing the electrostatic application process in the lab scale, it was focused on the improvement of the 

adhesion by different pretreatment methods of the collector foil. Plasma surface treatments, pre-coating 

and even the use of expanded metal for a better mechanical fixing of the layer were examined. The best 

results out of these tests showed an Al current collector which was coated with a thin carbon layer; in this 

case, the electrostatically applied powder exhibited good adhesion behavior after fixation.   

 

 

Demonstrator 
 

To show the reliability of dry blend coatings under production-like conditions, a Roll-To-Roll 

demonstrator has been developed and tested. The demonstrator frame was developed in a close 

collaboration between Fraunhofer and Ingecal.  After start-up trials with the demonstrator frame and the 

monitoring system (In-Core) in Lyon, the frame was delivered to Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart. In Stuttgart, 

the electrostatic application with dosing, filtering and film-thickness control was adapted. The 

production-like unit is able to coat up to a current collector width of 0.25 m with a line-speed up to 20 

m/min.  

 

Figure IIIB2-5: Start-up trials with aluminium current collector foil (left), application area and 

precompacting unit (middle), trials with carrier foil made from polyimide (right), monitoring system (In-

Core technology) installed at demonstrator  

For additional trials, another larger production-like unit has been modified in parallel by Kroenert in 

Hamburg. An IR-unit as well as a heatable and coolable compacting roll has been adapted for powder 

curing (Figure IIIB2-6). 

Heat-/coolable 
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Figure IIIB2-6: Modifications to realise and improve powder curing at Kroenert, Hamburg  

Production-like dry-blend coating trials carried out with large surfaces show good results regarding the 

electrochemical activity.  

To improve the adhesion of the functional layer on the current collector foil better results are achieved by 

the use of a water-based thin-film primer applied onto the current collector foil before dry-blend coating. 

For industrial use, the synchronization control systems will be a bit more sophisticated and combined 

with that the force deviation on current collector will be more homogeneous. 

 

The implemented online film thickness laser triangulation measurement system, possibly moving across 

the conveying direction will be enhanced by camera monitoring for multivariate data analysis (Figure 

IIIB2-7). 
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Figure IIIB2-7: layer thickness online control 

Trials carried out to receive large surfaces for test cells (Figure IIIB2-8) with around 10 Ah: > 70 running 

meters with estimated 12* 10 Ah have been coated with the Ingecal-Demonstrator. The width of 

aluminium foil was 0.25 m, thickness of aluminium foil 30 µm, the conductive primer film thickness 5 µm 

over a width of 0.2 m. The functional layer has to be cut with a width of 0.15 m, the functional powder 

layer weight was between 80 and 120 g/m² corresponding with 100-150 µm compacted state.   

Compacting occurs by the use of an unheated calendar with a line force of 5-15 N/mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure IIIB2-8: Trials carried out with the Ingecal-Demonstrator 

 
Stress tests at Fraunhofer IPA show good results regarding the adhesion of functional layer 
(Figure IIIB2-9). There is no chipping after the simulation of lamination forces using an offline-

Precompacting 
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calender (see figure left), the punching doesn’t cause chipping due to the use of a high quality 
punch and moderate punching speed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure IIIB2-9: Stress tests at Fraunhofer IPA 

The quality of Dry-Blend coated current collectors is suitable for industrial processes (exemplarily shown 

in Figure IIIB2-10. To simplify the process, the Roll-To-Roll process might be added to the assembly line. 

 

Residue sticked at paper 
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Figure IIIB2-10: Future industrial process, exemplarily 
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NMP-free Positive Electrode Coating Process 

 

1. General objective and context of the study 
 

Switching to water-based formulations can have an impact at several steps of positive electrode 

manufacturing, as illustrated in Figure 1 below: 

- Mixing: reactivity of active material with water and formulation (binder type and amount) to 
be optimized 

- Coating: Al foil corrosion due to ink basicity depending on active material 
- Drying: Complete removal of moisture 

 

Figure 1: Electrode manufacturing steps impacted by switching to water-based process 

 

The pH of the cathode mix reaches very high values, particularly in the case of NCA material (see 

Figure 2), when active material is dispersed in water. This can be due to three different reasons: 

- Active materials can have strong basicity (e.g. NCA – pH=12.1). 
- Active materials can contain excess of reagents such as LiOH or Li2CO3 
- Materials can decompose in water creating basic species (e.g. NCA+H2O gives NiOOH + 

LiOH) 
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Figure 2: Evolution of pH with time after NCA addition in water  

 

Due to this strong ink basicity, Al corrosion can occur. Pourbaix diagram (Figure 3), which is the 

Potential-pH equilibrium diagram for the aluminum-water system at 25°C, indicates that Al corrosion will 

occur at pH=12.  

 

Figure 3: Pourbaix diagram Al-water 

 

The corresponding chemical reaction happening between Aluminum and H2O molecules 

contained in the slurry is displayed on Figure 4. This reaction corresponds to the Aluminum corrosion. 
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Figure 4: Reaction of Aluminum corrosion 

 

As this reaction shows, some H2 gas is generated, which is translated by visible bubbles on the 

electrode surface (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5: Electrode aspect after coating on Aluminum 

To avoid this corrosion, it is necessary to add a protecting additive (corrosion inhibitor) in slurries 

or to make a treatment of the collector (coating for instance) before coating the electrodes.  

In the frame of ELIBAMA, SAFT decided to begin the investigation on both options at lab-scale 

first, and then use the recommended formulation on pilot-scale, in order to build demonstrator cells. 

Finally, electrical performances of water-based cells were compared to standard electrodes using NMP. 

Results are shown in the following. 

 

2. Lab-scale investigation 
 

In order to assess and quantify foil corrosion, specific equipment has been set up and used. 

Figure 6 is describing this equipment, using welded Al foil on Ni tab as working electrode.  

At the beginning, Al is introduced in pure water (no LiOH, neutral pH value, stable potential). Al 

voltage is measured compared to a reference electrode. Then, a ∆E of +100mV is applied to the system 

and a small quantity of LiOH is added. Therefore, the measurements consist of I and pH follow-ups.   
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Figure 6: Experimental protocol 

 

The first comparative study was carried out using different C-coated Al foils from different 

suppliers. It can be observed from Figure 7, that Al corrosion (standard Al foil) starts from pH=9, which 

is in agreement with Pourbaix diagram. [LiOH]corr corresponds to the critical minimum [LiOH] value 

when corrosion is observed. For all C-coated foils, as expected, Al corrosion starts with a higher pH 

compared to bare foil (shift towards higher LiOH concentration due to a ‘barrier’ effect of the coating). It 

can be seen from this graph that C-coated foil 4 is more protective than other tested foils, but does not 

totally prevent from Al corrosion for NCA (pH = 12.1).  
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Figure 7: I=f(pH) for different C-coated foils 

 

Another comparative study was carried out in order to study the efficiency of corrosion inhibitors 

on Al corrosion. Figure 8 displays the graph of I=f(-log[LiOH]) for different Additive A amounts (wt% in 

dry formulation electrode) together with standard Al foil, compared to 2 C-coated Al foils and standard Al 

foil without any additive. It can be observed that Additive A is more efficient against Al corrosion than C-

coated Al foils. Moreover, the higher the Additive A content, the higher the LiOH concentration when the 

Al corrosion is starting (the higher [LiOH]corr). Electrode aspects at the end of the experiment are shown 

in Figure 8 for standard Al foil (0% additive) vs. (6% Additive A): the former looks much more ‘pearly’ 

than the latter, indicating a more severe Al corrosion.  
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Figure 8: I=f(-log([LiOH])) for different amounts of Additive A 
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Figure 9: Electrode aspects 

3. Demonstrator cells and electrical results 
 

Based on the lab-scale investigation study, Additive A has been chosen, with a specific amount. 

Electrodes were then performed on the production line at SAFT Bordeaux, and 40Ah cylindrical cells have 

been successfully performed.  

Throughout the project, three trials have been made, with three generations of water-based cells, 

with the objective on constant improvement in terms of process (dispersion of raw materials in water, 
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residual water in electrode after drying, etc…) and electrochemical design (initial performances of cells, 

covering effect of the binders, etc..).  

 

As shown in Figure 10, several Carbon Blacks were evaluated until the grade more adapted to 

water process was selected (named C.B.a, C.B.b and C.B.c). In the same way, several binders were tested 

and a combination on 2 binders was selected in Trial 3 (named binder 1, binder 2 and binder 3). 

The Additive A was retained for all formulations; the quantity was optimized as a function of the 

Active Material and Carbon blacks quantities. A specific additive was used in Trials 2 and 3 to improve the 

process. 

Concerning the process, the coating and drying parameters were studied to reduce the residual 

water trapped in the electrode. 

 

 

Figure 10: Formulations of the three trials on production line 

 

Trial 1

• A.M.
• C.B. a

• binder 1
• binder 2

• Additive A

Trial 2

• A.M.
• C.B. b

• additive 
• binder 1
• binder 3

• Additive A

• modified process: 
mixing 

Trial 3

• A.M.
• C.B. c

• additive 
• binder 1
• binder 3

• Additive A

• modified process: 
drying
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All these improvements in term of formulations (selection of Carbon Black, binder, additive) and 

in term of process (coating and drying) led to decrease consequently the residual water. The evolution is 

shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11: Evolution of the residual water 

 

For the three successive trials on production line, the foils were observed by SEM showing foils 

without corrosion, indicating that previously selected Additive A is indeed efficient against Al foil 

corrosion (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: SEM picture of Al foil after removing materials 

 

The electrical conductivity of the dried electrodes can be evaluated by measuring the electrical 

response under mechanical pressure (Figure 13).  

The results show a large improvement between Trials 2 and 3. The last water-based electrode has 

a similar behavior than the equivalent formulation in NMP-based slurry. 
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Figure 13: Electrical resistivity of the electrode  

The initial capacities are reported in Figure 14: the data are reported as a percentage of the 

theoretical capacity. One can see a continuous improvement over the successive trials. The capacity of the 

last batch is similar to the design cell one, showing the water-based process is under control. 

 

 

Figure 14: Evolution of initial Capacities for the 3 trials 

 

 

The evolution of the internal resistance of the batches is shown in Figure 15. It is reported as a 

percentage of the standard value expected on these cells. 

The large decrease of the resistance can be directly linked to the residual water reduction. 
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Figure 15: Evolution of initial Internal Resistance for the 3 trials 

 

Two kinds of cycling were tested: Automotive-type Cycling test and Accelerated ageing test with 

the following target: 20% loss at 300 cycles. It was decided to not characterize the cells from Trial 1: the 

low capacity and important internal resistance discredit this batch. 

Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively show the automotive-type cycling and the accelerated 

ageing for the Trial 2. The NMP-free cells are plotted in blue, and the purple curves represent the result 

obtained on a NMP-based series. 

The gap on initial capacity is explained by the difference on Active Material quantity due to the 

addition of corrosion inhibitor and additive on the water-based formulation. 
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Figure 16: Capacity evolution under Automotive-type Cycling test 

 

 

Figure 17: Capacity evolution in Accelerated ageing test  

 

For the two types of cycling, the behavior is close to the NMP-based electrode (slope evolution). 

The results of NMP-free series are still slightly less stable than NMP-based positive cells. Cycling results 

remain to be obtained on the 3rd trial, with better results expected. 

 

4. Conclusions and perspectives 
 

NMP-free positive electrode process has been successfully demonstrated in 40Ah cylindrical 

cells, with initial performances now as good as reference NMP-based electrodes. By a thorough 

investigation at lab-scale, Al foil corrosion issue has been solved by using a specific additive with a specific 

content. 

The most recent trial showed a control of the water-process: drastic reduction of residual water in 

the dried electrode, electrical resistivity of the electrode as low as the NMP-based reference and an 

increasing of the accessibility of the material by the electrolyte. 

Cycling and calendar life show also promising results, when compared to NMP electrodes. SAFT 

plans to continue this study in the coming year at the development level, with an industrialization 

envisaged starting from 2016.  
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Aqueous based LTO anode coating 

How to make titanates water based electrode with the same performances as the standard electrode one 

(organic solvent based)? 

  

I. State of the art  
 

Lithium ion batteries have increasingly become the workhorse power source for many applications: 

consumer electronics, electric vehicles (EV), energy storage, and other new applications. Compared to 

other energy storage technologies, lithium ion batteries will play an increasingly important role because of 

their high specific energy and energy density. However, there remain serious problems, such as safety, 

durability, and cost, to be solved before the commercialization. Most of these critical factors will 

ultimately be determined by the active and inactive materials used in these batteries; especially the 

electrode materials. 

Desirable electrode materials are electronically conductive for Li-insertion. In actual batteries, Graphite 

(or related carbons materials) is used as anode material. The limits/challenges of this technology are 

especially its low power. This limitation is due to lithium metal plating on the surface of the carbon anode 

at high charging rates. This dendrite formation leads to capacity degradation and causes a safety issues. 

The origin of lithium metal deposition is due to the proximity of the anode potential to that of lithium 

metal (0V).  

To avoid lithium plating, the anode charging potential must be largely superior to 0V. Some titanium 

based materials shown significant promise as an alternative negative-electrode material to graphitic 

carbon for lithium-ion batteries application. Titanate Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) belongs to the emerging electrode 

materials for high rate charge capability. 

The most manufacturing process used to make both anode and cathode electrode is basically organic 

solvent based one. In Elibama Project, we are interested on the water based process to make LTO 

electrode. The goal of this new technology is to challenge the stat of the art (NMP based electrode) and 

manufacture a cleaner and cheaper LTO electrode. 

 

II. ELIBAMA breakthrough 
 

This task of ELIBAMA project aims to reduce the global cell production costs and make the electrode 

coating process more environment friendly. To achieve these objectives, LTO electrode will be 

manufactured by using water based process. The obtained electrode must be comparable at least, to NMP-

based one in terms of electrochemical performances. 
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- Slurry preparation - mixing  
 

In the beginning of this work, we were faced to many issues related to the water based slurry making. A lot 

of efforts have been devoted to optimize our process. These efforts were rewarded and we succeed to 

develop an adequate process for this new technology. 

Water based slurry of LTO material was prepared using Dispermat equipment as showed in figure 1. A 

solution of Carboxymethyl Cellulose (CMC) supplied by Ashland (7HXF grade) is first prepared. Then, 

carbon black (conductor) and water are added in the solution of CMC. The slurry is dispersed using a 

dispersion disk and LTO powder is progressively and gently added during dispersion process which takes 

around 25 minutes. Few droplets of Phosphoric acid are then added to adapt the pH of the mixture (pH 

should be around 10 to avoid the aluminum corrosion).In the next step, the dispersion disk is replaced by 

a mixing propeller. Under stirring, the binder solution is added to the slurry. The pH adjustment is made 

again to avoid the current collector oxidation of and destabilization of the binder suspension. The addition 

of binder under stirring (not under dispersion) aims to avoid a possible destruction of the polymer chains 

or aggregates within the slurry. The dry content of the slurry has not been fixed but is adjusted for each 

binder so as to have the same visual behavior during dispersion and stirring directly linked to the 

viscosity. It is adjusted with the amount of water and the viscosity is then checked. In the end, the pH (for 

Water based slurry), the finesse gauge and the viscosity of the slurry are measured. 

 

Figure 1 : Scheme of the steps for preparing LTO water-based slurry 
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Table 1 compares Water based electrode and NMP based electrode processes. In terms of mixing, any 

difference between both processes was showed except pH adjustment step.  

 Aqueous based NMP based 
Formulation: 
 

89% LTO 
5% SuperP 
1% CMC 
5% Latex - PVdF 

90% LTO 
5% SuperP 
5% PVdF 
 

Adding of component Cf. figure 1 PVdF>SuperP>LTO>PVdF  
dispersion  time (min) 30  35  
Mixing time (min) 10  5  
Total mixing time  ~ 50  ~ 40 
pH adjustment yes - 
Finesse < 30 µm < 30 µm 
Solid content 52% 44% 
Ink density 1.55 1.47 
viscosity 1 Pa.s-1   - 

 

Figure 2 shows the pH effect on the water based electrode. The pH adjustment has a big impact on the 

electrode’s quality and appearance.  

(a)  

 

(b)  

Figure 2: Electrode images and their SEM characterization showing pH adjusting effect on the electrodes 
quality: a) with pH adjusting, b) without pH adjusting 

 

SEM image 

SEM image 

Electrode 

Electrode 
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- Electrode coating  
 

The slurries were coated on the aluminum current collector using different coating machines: Pre-pilot 

END01 (figure 3). and COATEMA (figure 4). Firstly, small sheets were coated to reach the targeted 

loading considering a reversible capacity of 160 mAh.g-1 of LTO material. Coated electrodes are then 

dried during at least 12 hours at 105°C (under vacuum). The loading, as well as the electrode aspect 

(presence of cracks or heterogeneities) are checked. 

Figure 3: End01 coating machine used for pre-
pilot coating 

Figure 4: End01 coating machine used for pre-pilot 
coating 

 

The table 2 shows the mean difference between NMP and water based electrode during coating process 

using Coatema machine. Water based electrode needs less energy to dry it, in good agreement with its 

environment respect.  
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Coating step Water based NMP based 

SPEED 0,5 m/min 0,5 m/min 

Furnace temperatures Zone 1 /Zone 2 
/Zone 3 /Zone 

45/53/55 °C 80/85/90 °C 

Speed machine 1.5 m/min 1.5 m/min 

Drying temperature in COATEMA 
furnace(°C) 

entrance : 60°C 

exit : 88°C 

entrance : 110°C 

exit : 135°C 

Drying temperature in oven 105°C/12 h/vacuum 105°C/ 12 h/vacuum 

Current collector treatment Corona treatment - 

Table 2: coating parameters of water and NMP based electrodes using COATEMA coating machine 

 

- Cell manufacturing 
 

After coating step, produced electrodes were dried in oven under vacuum at 105°C for 24h. After drying, 

LTO electrodes were calendared at 80°C to reach the targeted porosity of 40%. Electrode thickness is 

calculated considering the true loading measured after coating and the density of the layer calculated from 

the theoretical density of the electrode’s components. 

All electrodes have been characterized in terms of adhesion, suppleness and electrochemical 

performances. LTO_NMP and LTO_Aq obtained electrodes show good aspect and present a comparable 

adhesion behavior. For 10Ah cell assembly, the LTO anode and NMC cathode foils are cut into two long 

strips which are wound on a flat mandrel, together with the separator which keeps them apart, to form a 

jelly roll. After this step, tabs were welded along the edges of the electrodes strip to carry the higher 

currents (figure 5-6)  
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Figure 5: Winding machine Figure 6: 10Ah cells after winding 

 

The pouch is then sealed using heating process, leaving an opening for injecting the electrolyte. The 

following stage is to fill the cell with the electrolyte and seal it. 

 

- Results: electrochemical performances 
 

The 10Ah cells were formed at 55°C using C/10 charge and C/10 discharge rate. All cells showed the same 

voltage profile with a little difference in terms of capacity. No polarisation was observed when we replace 

LTO-NMP by LTO_Aq one. The initial internal resistances are comparables for both Aqueous and NMP 

bases cells.  

Cycle life test has beed done on all cells at room temperature and at 55°C. The results presented in figures 

7 and 8 show that: 

• More than 400 cycles (1C charge and 1C discharge) are performed for NMC/LTO_Aq cells and 

NMC/LTO_NMP cells.  

• At RT, after 400 cycles, less than 10% loss of capacity is observed for both designs: project 

objectives are largely achieved (>200 cyles).  

• A very good results are obtained for the 55°C cycling: no capacity loss after 400 cycles 

• Gllobally the obtained results are consistent, thus, no difference between new process (water 

based) and traditinal one (NMP based) was showen.  
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Figure 7: 1C/1D High temerature cycling of 
LTO/NMCNMP and LTO/NMC(aq) cells 

Figure 8: 1C/1D room temperature cycling of 
LTO/NMCNMP and LTO/NMC(aq)  10Ah cells 

 

Conclusion  
 

The mean goal of this study was development and manufacturing of LTO water based electrode 

comparable or better than LTO_NMP based electrode (state of the art) in terms of quality and 

electrochemical performances. 

The beginning of this work, we were faced to many issues related to the water based slurry making and 

low adhesion properties of obtained electrodes. A lot of efforts have been devoted to optimize our process. 

These efforts were rewarded and we succeed to develop an adequate process for this new technology.  

The development of this technology has been carried out in three steps: Laboratory scale, Pre-pilot scale 

and pilot scale. In the Labortory scale, the work was mainly focused on the benchmark study. This step 

allowed us the evaluation of different grades of active materials (LTO) and water based binders. The pre-

pilot scale work confirms the results obtained before using bigger machine (coating machine, mixing 

machine, pouch and jelly roll cells,…). In the last step, we scale up the process used in the pre-pilot scale 

to make LTO water based electrode.  

More than 400 cycles (1C charge and 1C discharge) are performed for NMC/LTO_Aq 10Ah cells 

NMC/LTO_NMP 10Ah cells at room temperature and also at 55°C. At RT, after 400 cycles, less than 10% 

loss of capacity is observed for both designs. A very good results are obtained for the 55°C cycling and no 

capacity loss after 400 cycles was observed. Postmortem analysis shows similar aspect of LTONMP and 

LTOaq electrodes even after 400 cycles at 55°C 
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ELECTRODES CALENDERING 

How to have the best calender process for best calendar life? 

State of the art of calendering 

 

Generally speaking, calendering seems to be a mastered technology. For now several 
centuries, man has been trying to press between two rolls all kinds of materials as varied as they 
are numerous. Each time he has met technical problems to put machines (tools) and materials in 
adequacy. 

Relation of calendering to Battery did not escape this rule and even more so as the 
problem is doubled where positive and negative electrodes (cathode - anode) are concerned. In 
spite of a calender simple aspect (two rollers facing each other !), the calendering process is 
complex and so are the steering parameters, especially with heterogeneous, multiple and 
diversified materials… 

Thus, for the main components that are rollers, it is necessary to take into account 
diameters, hardness, surface finish, geometry, precision, nature, temperature, etc… along with 
the calendering force to apply and the choice of the calendering mode to operate. Transposed to 
battery use, these parameters must be studied according to the material requirements. Electrode 
calendering has two main purposes: porosity reduction and thickness mastering, while keeping in 
mind precisions linked to these two factors. 

For the time being, there remains to stabilize processes according to chemistry evolutions 
of active materials (and binders). 
 

 

 

ELIBAMA breakthrough 

Up to now, SAFT and many other Li-ion battery manufacturers produce electrodes at a 
standard porosity, which is supposed to be optimal. With the aim of storing more and more 
energy in Li-ion batteries, one way of work is to reduce these porosities, in order to comply with 
ELIBAMA objectives: reducing the global cell production costs and increasing the energy 
density (in Wh/L), given that more electrodes could be stored in the same cell. This was the 
objective of this Task in the frame of ELIBAMA. 
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Apparatus developed and used in ELIBAMA 

SAFT and INGECAL decided to use pre-heating chambers before calendering the 
electrodes (Figure 1). This system was placed just above the electrode on the production line. 
This system is supposed to make the electrodes more malleable for a stronger calendering. Thus, 
electrodes will be heated longer and not only at the compression point between the cylinders. 
The temperature can be controlled by the operator and can reach up to 180°C. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Pre-heating chambers 

Up to now, SAFT has used measurement device which has an important margin of error 
relatively to the accuracy needed. With the aim of getting more accurate results, a new system 
has been experimented in ELIBAMA project. The sensor is mechanically able to move all along 
the electrode, which is an interesting asset to control if the thickness is more or less identical 
anywhere at the surface of the electrode. 

 

Achieved porosities and electrode properties 

 

Let’s say that the standard porosity corresponds to 100%. In this study and using pre-
heating chambers, it has been shown experimentally that calendering at porosity lower than 78% 
for the positive and 65% for the negative causes damage on the electrodes. Actually, such a 
pressure leads to many tears which cause downtime on the production line.  

Therefore, three porosities have been targeted for each electrode: 

• For the positive one: 100% (standard), 89% (intermediate) and 78% (minimal) 
• For the negative one: 100% (standard), 82.5% (intermediate) and 65% (minimal) 

 

The electrodes previously calendered have been analyzed in laboratory. The aim was to 
confirm the porosity targeted for the calendering step and also to determine the median pore size 
for each porosity vs. 100% calendered (normalized to 100%). From the Figure 2, two 
observations can be noticed: 
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� The pores sizes are considerably reduced for the electrodes at the lowest porosity in 
comparison with the standard porosities (close to 4 times smaller for the negative one and 
5 times for the positive one). 

� The pre-heating system affects neither the pores sizes nor the global porosity. 
 

Such pore sizes lead to many difficulties when the cells will be filled, given that the path for 
the electrolyte will be considerably reduced. Filling parameters were therefore adapted in order 
to fill the cells completely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Determination of median pore size for both positive and negative electrodes 

 

The adhesion for the standard porosity has been normalized at 100%. As described in 
Figure 3, two different behaviors are observed. As far as the negative electrode is concerned, the 
reduction of porosity does not lead to an adhesion increase. On the contrary, the adhesion of the 
positive electrode goes up when the porosity goes down. The positive effect of the calendaring 
step is therefore highlighted in this study. 

Negative electrode 

Porosity Median pore 
size 

Non calendered 232% 

100% 100% 

82.5% 53% 

65% 30% 

65% without 
pre-heating 
chambers 

26% 

Positive electrode 

Porosity Median pore 
size 

Non calendered 220% 

100% 100% 

89% 93% 

78% 20% 

78% without 
pre-heating 
chambers 

20% 
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Figure 3. Measurements of adhesion for both positive and negative electrodes 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Electrode porosities have been successfully decreased to -22% for the positive one and -
35% for the negative one. The use of new systems seems promising. From this initial work, two 
mains observations have been done. 

First, the presence of the pre-heating chambers seems to exhibit a good effect on the 
electrodes, at least mechanically. Indeed, some marks have been noticed on the negative 
electrode. By the way, it is interesting to see that the pores are much smaller at low porosity. 

Secondly, the adhesion is definitely improved at low porosity as far as the positive 
electrode is concerned. This observation is also promising because it could make possible the 
reduction of binder percentage in the positive formulation, and thus increase the active material 
percentage. 

Electrical performances are still on-going but initial capacity gain of +10% is already 
obtained. Cycling/calendar life is still under assessment. 
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Perspectives for the future 

 

The calender market in the battery sector has not yet reached a level that will allow 
manufacturers to significantly increase their research work. 

Achievement of this technology will compulsorily request further research in such fields 
as metallurgy, machining processes, thermal models. 

In parallel to a necessary evolution of calenders to reach a productivity level coherent 
with the need, battery production modes should also be a research axis not to be neglected. 
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Quality control 

Battery electrode manufacturing steps optical surface inspection … 

Inspection for battery applications 

 

Process steps and requirements 

Introduction 

Optical surface inspection is a key player in controlling and tracing production quality and assisting the 

operating staff during the various production steps. To give a brief, non-exclusive overview, optical 

surface inspection is deployed in: 

• Substrate inspection: anode and cathode raw foils inspection to highlight surface cleanliness and 

foil defects 

• Coating inspection: quality inspection and dimensional control of pre-coatings and active cathode 

/ anode layers. 

• Separator and electrolyte: separator materials inspection to highlight damages and electrolyte 

gels to highlight inclusions and foreign particles. 

The defects criticality morphological features are highly depending on the various converting and coating 

processing steps. Indeed, the separator and electrolyte inspection requires a much higher resolution than 

the electrode coatings inspection.  

The foil production will be discussed later on, the following parts of this section focusing on the vast area 

of the possible coating inspection location on the manufacturing process for batteries. 

Inspection requirements for pre-coatings and active layer coatings 

The surface inspection target for coating, pre-coatings or actual layers inspection, consists of two main 

tasks: defect control and measurements. Other type of defects such as load anomalies, can be controlled 

using dedicated sensors and added in the global inspection map overview of the roll. Wet coating 

processes can generate bubbles, agglomerates, coating free areas or streaks which must be detected as 

soon as possible to enable to adjust the process and to avoid to produce waste or non-conform surfaces. 

Some selected defects are shown below in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Different cathode and anode defects detected by the vision system 
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The dimensional control of the coating is equally important for the final quality of the product. The 

camera system is also used to control the position of the electrode foil’s edges and applied coating on both 

sides. The inspection software monitors the following parameters:  foil position, coating and uncoated 

edge position and width in real time. For double-sided coated electrodes, a top and bottom side inspection 

offers further the possibility to control the alignment of top to bottom layer.  

Figure 2 shows a schematic example of a continuous single lane battery coating moreover the system is 

equally capable of inspecting continuous multi-lanes or skip coating. 

 

Figure 2 Schematic overview of control on a double-sided coated battery electrode. 

In most cases, the resolution of the inspection system is defined by the required accuracy for the 

measurements and not by the minimum defect size. The high contrast between coated area and foil 

permits an inspection accuracy of +/- 1 pixel. In general systems operate with an optical resolution 

between 70µm and 110µm. The precise resolution is defined as a function of specific process demands; the 

number of cameras selected has to cover the full production width.  
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Implementation position of an inspection unit for active layer coatings 

It is not trivial to define a single, perfect location for the inspection system along the process. Several 

valuable and beneficial locations are relevant:   

Wet coating inspection: an inspection directly located after the coating steps is well suited and perfectly 

assists the operator in his task by providing a direct feedback, especially regarding the alignment of the 

coating and  its quality as well. The production of scrap is minimised as the feedback to the operator is 

immediate preventing several meter long oven scraps. This aspect remains of the utmost importance for 

pilot lines where the setup time is usually long compared with the length of the test run. 

Inspection after the dryer: it is also of a great importance to validate dimensions of the top and the bottom 

coated layers together with the alignment in respect to each other, after the wet coated layers have been 

dried. The inspection at this stage, enables a final control especially regarding the quality of the coated 

surface before the next process stages. A double-sided inspection is recommendable for simultaneous 

double-sided coating or for tandem lines and for sequential coating runs as well, as  the defect may occur 

on the firstly coated step during the coating run for the second side. 

Inspection after slitting or before calendering: calenders operate at very high pressures and might be 

damaged by height variations of the coating: larger uncoated area, pins, agglomerates or also defects 

introduced by material transportation (folds) and slitting process. An automated inspection at this stage is 

economically demonstrated as the costs for the single repair or replacement of a set of calendering 

cylinders exceeds the costs of the inspection system. The detected localised defect can either be removed 

before or after calendering.  

Final coating inspection: a final quality control can be implemented after calendering or, in case of 

stacked sheets, after cross cutting. An inspection at this position allows also to include all damages 

introduced by the transportation of the coated electrode foils. 

Separator and Electrolyte inspection:  

Separator materials are thin layers of ~25µm thickness which are deployed to physically separate the 

electrodes. Due to its low thickness, inclusions, contaminations due to foreign particles and also very 

small size material defects can lead to critical short defects between anode and cathode, resulting in 

shortened lifetimes and potentially safety risks. 

The example below shows detected defects in an electrolyte gel which also fulfils the role of a separator in 

Li-ion polymer battery based.  

 

Figure 3 Typical defects present in an electrolyte gel 
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Implementation and system architecture 

 

Hardware architecture 

Line-scan cameras are the perfect choice for the optical inspection of the flat continuously running surface 

as the battery electrodes. Line-scan cameras consist of a single row of pixels which are aligned in cross 

web direction. A true meter is used to synchronise the image acquisition of the camera with the 

translation speed of the web so that the one dimensional lines are correctly assembled to a two 

dimensional picture. Multiple cameras can be used, side by side, depending on the web width and the 

resolution requirements. The robust and well adjustable mechanical mounts allow an excellent alignment. 

Resolution requirements and production width usually result in a several cameras system for each point 

of view (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Implementation example of inspection solution into a battery coating line 

Linear light sources are used to provide sufficient intensity in accordance with the process speed. A vast 

majority of line-scan cameras inspection systems operate nowadays with light sources based on LED light 

modules as they allow, thanks to their high output power, inspections at high speeds. However, due to the 

fact that most of the battery wet coating process run at low speeds, inspection systems for this application 

may also be equipped with light sources based on fluorescent tubes.  

The multi-cameras configuration is managed using the real time processing architecture based on BPU 

(Real time computer) performing all inspection tasks and connected to FPU (a front-end windows 

computer) to the plant network and the quality management system.  
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System software architecture 

In Figure 5 a schematic overview of the different software elements of the inspection system and post 

processing applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 System software architecture overview 

Operating on the real time 

inspection station, the Lineavision 

software application provides the 

operator a comprehensive overview 

of the current production quality. 

The display consists of a production 

map which displays in real time 

defects with position size and class. 

Furthermore, plotted graphs supply 

real time measurements concerning 

dimensional control and indicate 

production trends. Besides the real 

time information, also historical 

and statistical data concerning 

defects and their classification in 

the current production run can be 

accessed 

 

After the production run, all recorded parameters and defect images are stored on the front-end computer 

from where they can either directly be accessed or transferred to a data base. The Lineavision Report 

application allows a revision of the recorded production and evaluates the present quality problems. At a 

final stage, the Lineavision Pilot application allows a downstream defect synchronisation and 

management so that the defective parts can be removed or marked in the following production steps. 

Figure 6 Operator interface 
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Improved inspection solution 

 

Structured foil inspection defect control 
Fraunhofer IPA developed in the ELIBAMA project macro- and micro-structured electrode foils to achieve 

better wetting results and increase coating adhesion while reducing the weight of the battery when being 

compared with plain electrode foils. Compared to the standard foils, the structured foil imposes two 

additional inspection tasks. Firstly, to inspect the quality of regularly spaced holes (macro-structure) and 

secondly to inspect the foil for defects specific to the micro-structuring process of the surface of the foils. 

Inspection of macro-structure 

The main source of quality variations origins from a decay of the mask quality used to generate the macro-

structure during the foil production. As the materials used as a mask wear out, the holes not fully present 

or, at a later stage of mask decay, fully closed. Technical specifications stated that a 20% hole closure 

should be detectable as defect. Laboratory based studies defined that ~50pixels covering the original size 

of the hole area can detect this defect with sufficient accuracy. The actual imaging resolution can be 

defined by considering the ideal amount of cameras as a function of macro-structure size and web width. 

Tested pattern had diameter between 1mm and 200µm.  

 

Figure 7 Defect images of foil macro-structure 

For the on-line inspection of such patterns the system generates binary masks from the acquired image 

which permits to exclude influences of camera noise or light source variation. The accuracy could further 

be improved by using sub-pixel calculations at the border area. The 100% inspection of the surface allows 

to detect defects on single structures and the repetitive defect feature informs the operator if certain parts 

of the mask generating the holes are damaged. 

Inspection of micro-structured surface 

Fraunhofer deploys an electro-chemical process to impose a micro-structure on macro-structured foil. 

Depending on the process parameters, spike like defects can develop on the surface. Those spikes need to 

be detected above a certain height in order to avoid that they generate a short connection through the 

active layer and the separator to the opposite electrode.  

A laser triangulation based cameras system has been selected as the most suitable inspection means 

considering acquisition speed, resolution requirements and a 100% inspection over the full width.  In the 

first system a LED based light source projecting a line of 10µm width over the length of the sample was 

deployed. This type of light source was preferred as it offers a very homogeneous profile unlike laser based 

sources which show so called speckle noise due to their spatial and temporal coherence. However, in 
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order to permit acceptable machine speeds at the given resolution a diode laser based source is more 

suitable for an integration into the envisioned bath-to-roll process. To capture the height profile outlined 

by the laser line, an area sensor based high speed 3D camera has been implemented.  

The capabilities of the system have been evaluated off-line by using rod like samples mounted in a rugged 

sample holder connected to a true meter which synchronised the height profile data with the movement. 

Considering the image acquisition conditions, the resulting theoretical height resolution was 0.25µm due 

to the ability of the camera to work with a higher precision than the optical resolution. This setting 

allowed to detect height defects present on the samples kindly provided by Fraunhofer IPA. 

 

Figure 8 Height defect detection on micro-structured electrode. 

Inspection of powder coated battery electrodes 
Fraunhofer IPA developed a new active material coating process based on electrostatic application 

techniques. As a powder is applied to the conducting electrode, this process is solvent free and offers a 

tremendous factory floor-space saving as instead of a long dryer, which is used to evaporate solvent or 

water from the wet coating, only a short infrared stage is needed to pre-melt the binder material. 

An on-line inspection system was designed on the basis of coated samples from first laboratory test and 

specifications developed in cooperation with Fraunhofer IPA. The first system (see Figure 9, right) was 

installed on the demonstrator provided by INGECAL to Fraunhofer and taken into service in the 

demonstration phase of the ELIBAMA project. Furthermore, a second system was mounted on the 

laboratory coater at KROENERT (see Figure 9, left) to accompany temperature treatment and compacting 

tests for electrostatically applied cathode layers in the framework of the demonstration phase. 

 

Figure 9 Inspection system for electrode coating at Fraunhofer IPA (left) and Kroenert (right). 
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Linear LED light sources were deployed in both installations to enable larger camera line rates than it is 

possible with linear sources based on fluorescent tubes. This was mainly necessary due to the optical and 

machine direction resolution (shorter maximum exposure times at the same machine speed) and to 

permit an inspection of differently strong compacted powder coatings (strong change in reflectivity 

depending on binder curing and compacting pressure settings). Furthermore, this acknowledges the 

possibility of higher process speeds the powder application processes and suits the forecasted machine 

speed1 resulting demands for wet coating processes. 

A newest generation CMOS based line-scan camera was deployed in the Fraunhofer system instead of the 

normally used CCD based sensors. CMOS imaging sensors have in general better anti-blooming functions 

which avoid that overexposed pixels on the sensor affect their neighbouring pixels. This function is very 

valuable for a battery inspection as the contrast between coated parts (very dark) and electrode foil (shiny 

and thus very bright depending on acquisition conditions) is high. The measurement and detection 

accuracy on coating edges and of coating defects is higher. 

Results from both installations showed that the system provides able to detect valuable defects in the 

powder electrode. Figure 10 shows from the left to the right side normal surface aspect variations, non-

adhering coating, pin-holes, non-homogeneous coating (thickness variations) and a defect caused by 

wrinkles in the electrode foil. 

 

Figure 10 Inspection results from powder coated electrode material on primer. 

During assembly, the capabilities of the system were also evaluated on a test roll with wet coated anode 

material on a copper foil. As shown below in Figure 11, the chosen image acquisition setting with the LED 

light source enables also an inspection for this electrode. 

 

Figure 11 Cathode defect images acquired with inspection system on Fraunhofer demonstrator 

  

                                                             
1 Andrea Glawe - KROENERT, ELIBAMA Stakeholder Conference, Newcastle  
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Automatic defect classification 
The vision system records all optically detectable anomalies which are above a certain size and optical 

contrast. Specific filters can be used to enhance the detection performance of certain anomalies or 

features while eliminating inherent production variations. In a second processing step, classification rules 

are deployed to discriminate within the detected anomalies defects of different types such as agglomerates 

of foreign particles in an active layer process. This supervised computer learning (see principle in Figure 

12, left) can either be based on manually or automatically generated classification rules. During the 

project, a variety of methods (neural networks, decision tree, support vector machine, etc.) have been 

evaluated concerning their ability to perform a classification in real time, complexity of implementation 

and their robustness (selection of initial learning data, repeatability of results and accuracy during 

inspection). Figure 12 shows in the centre a defect distribution from an electrode wet coating process used 

as reference data and the resulting quality of classification for these defects on the right. 

 

Figure 12 Principle of supervised computer learning (left), input data defect class distribution 
(centre) and the automatic classification result (right). 

Management of multiple, independent process steps 
A data management solution has been developed to permits to merge inspection results in one process or 

of different production steps. Thereby, for example inspection results from sequential or tandem coating 

systems and also results from substrate inspection with pre coating & active layer coating can be merged 

by storing them in a data base. In a first step, this system concerns only the measurement results acquired 

at the different production steps. However, in a following step the system is extended to allow also the 

storage of defect data and images which represent a heavier load from a data volume point of view. All 

data can be then be implemented into the live inspection of a subsequent production step by for example 

providing relative measurements of primer coating to active layer coating or informing the operator if a 

certain defect is not caused in the current production step but actually rooted in one of the previous 

production steps. Furthermore, a multi production step quality report can be generated which cumulates 

the inspection results of all process steps.  
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Future developments 

 

Continuous traceability of product quality 
As a further step, the industrial implementation of a coherent inspection and traceability solution which 

covers the manufacturing chain from foil production to stacking and final function test can be applied. 

This solution would be based on the developed data base solution for the quality reports on optical 

inspection results. The integration of other sensor would enable a full scale quality report about 

parameters logged during the production process. For example, the integration of local thickness 

measurements performed by external optical sensors or b-gauges after and before calendering would 

result in a complete overview of the anode and the cathode coating quality parameters. The results from 

this quality report could then be linked with non-destructive test (NDT) results, example achieved by the 

system developed by Newcastle University2 in the ELIBAMA framework or results from a post-mortem 

analysis. The correlation of NDT results with the production quality parameters represents a powerful 

analysis tool for the process as it allows to adjust inspection parameters according to the final 

performance of the battery packs. With this tool in hand, inspection parameters of each sensor can be 

finely adjusted and tailored to the specific needs of each production step. Ultimately, this would increase 

the yield at each of the subsequent process steps and thus, especially on battery pack level, and would 

reduce expensive scrap as only cells were implemented which were produced to most suitable quality 

standards. 

 

Implementation of multi sensor systems and 3D camera 
To pave the path for a full traceability, a full integration of 3D inspection results is performed, from the 

structured foil production into the system, and the possibilities to control and receive data from external 

sensors are augmented. While the integration of the 3D camera is straight forward, as this system is a 

line-scan cameras based on real time communication using one of the standards used in machine vision, 

the variety of sensor communication interfaces and protocols is rather large and sensor specific. This case 

needs to be taken that signals are provided either in real time or with a known delay so that the provided 

data can be logged with an encoder controlled position. Furthermore, needs to be evaluated which data is 

to be implemented in a binary, pass-fail manner and which is more valuable and thus requires the actual 

measurement to be stored.  

  

                                                             
2 Matthew Armstrong – University of Newcastle, ELIBAMA Stakeholder conference, Newcastle 
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